
Humanities
Course Content Autumn 2020

Year 1
Criminology 

Focusing on Unit 1: Changing Crime & Awareness  

Controlled Assessment:November – 8 hours 

Lesson Assessments: AC1.1 – AC1.5 – topics include types of crime, reasons for non-reporFng, media 
representaFon of crime 

Environmental Sustainability 

Students are working in Unit 1 so far the following assignments are complete or on course for 
compleFon: 

- P5 and P6 (by half term) 

- P1 and P12 and are now working towards P2. Immediately aOer half term they will complete M1 and 
P4 

Geography 

Topic 1 - Tectonic Processes and Hazards 

Students are set weekly exam quesFon and there will be an end of unit test on Wednesday 4th 
November 

History 

Theme 1a: a changing poliFcal landscape from 1918-1945. They’ve looked at the decline of the Liberal 
Party, rise of Labour, ConservaFve dominance and the NaFonal Government.  

US society, economy and poliFcs in the 1950s: UrbanisaFon and affluence; cultural conformity and 
challenge; Cold War context; Civil Rights 
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Homework is set every week so they complete a variety of tasks each Fme.  

Law (A Level) 

Course covered:  

Legal personnel  

Criminal courts and lay people  

Civil courts and ADR  

Access to jusFce  

Parliamentary law making - started.  

Homework:  

InducFon research task 

Exam quesFon on aims of sentencing 12 marks 

Short answer applicaFon quesFons on the various topics such as appeal routes and courts, sentencing 
guidelines, and magistrates  

Research tasks on classificaFon of offences, cases, Supreme Court 

Watching short Cambridge Professor talk on the Defects of Jury Trial and answering quesFons 

Summary grids on Courts/ADR Civil Tracks/Legal Funding 

Law (BTEC) 

This half term students are studying law-making, statutory rules and interpretaFon, and legislaFons 
made outside of parliament (Learning Aim A and B). End of the first half term students should have 
completed the first assignment, which encompasses: P1, P2, P3, P4, M1, M2 and M3. Homework tasks 
mostly focused on compleFng their assignment tasks. Also, to date, other homework tasks set were: 
researching on plagiarism; researching legislaFon on voyeurism; Brexit and the Criminal JusFce Act; Case 
study on the Dangerous Dogs Act, and invesFgaFng the Snowdrop campaign.  

PoliDcs    

IntroducDon to PoliDcs 

Democracy: representaFve and direct 

How democraFc is the UK? (Timed class essay on this during the week before half term; 30 marks) 

PoliFcal parFcipaFon (source quesFon on this to be done over half term; 30 marks) 

What is a consDtuDon? 

Different types of consFtuFon: codified and entrenched or not / unitary or federal 

The BriFsh consFtuFon and the Westminster model – features, characterisFcs and key developments 

ConsFtuFonal reform since 1997 

Main skills so far have been evaluaFng, discussing and debaFng the relaFve strengths and weaknesses of 
the above. 

Homework has been set every week on google classroom 
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Psychology 

By half term we will have covered the following for content: 

- Glossary guide to the brain - different areas of the brain, their responsibiliFes and what can 
happen if damage occurs. 

- Clinical CharacterisFcs of schizophrenia 

- Dopamine Hypothesis for schizophrenia - Biological explanaFon 1 

- Structural brain abnormaliFes and schizophrenia - Biological explanaFon 2 

- CogniFve Approach to explaining schizophrenia - Individual Differences explanaFon 1 

Online learning/Homework ac2vi2es - essays...: 

- Describe the clinical characterisFcs of schizophrenia (10 marks) 

- Describe one biological explanaFon of schizophrenia (dopamine hypothesis) (10 marks) 

- Evaluate one biological explanaFon of schizophrenia (dopamine hypothesis) (15 marks) 

- Describe one biological explanaFon of schizophrenia (structural brain abnormaliFes) (10 marks) 

- Evaluate one biological explanaFon of schizophrenia (structural brain abnormaliFes) (15 marks) 

- Describe one individual differences explanaFon of schizophrenia (cogniFve approach) (10 marks) 

- Evaluate one individual differences explanaFon of schizophrenia (cogniFve approach) (15 marks) 

Homework also includes compleFon of pre-reading notes for the above explanaFons. 

Religious Studies 

Philosophy 

- Plato's theory of forms 

- Aristotle's theory of causaFon 

- Form of the Good 

- Prime Mover 

Homework: What is Philosophy? (short essay) Research for Aristotle and Plato, matching exercise for 
allegory of cave and true/false exercise for Plato, research for comparing Plato and Aristotle 

Ethics 

- IntroducFon to ethics 

- AbsoluFsm and relaFvism 

- KanFan Ethics: duty, intenFons, hypotheFcal and categorical imperaFves, universalisability, intrinsic 
vs extrinsic value, pracFcal applicaFons, evaluaFon 

- All materials and homework on google classroom 

Sociology 

Topics/skills covered: 

IntroducFon to Sociological theory  
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Topics 1-5 of the IdenDty unit 

Be able to answer a 6 mark quesFon 

Homework/assignments: 

Notes on Topics 1-5 should be completed fully 

Students should have revised for and sat a Fmed concepts test 

Year 2 
Criminology 

Focusing on Unit 3:  Crime Scene to the Courtroom   

Controlled Assessment:November – 8 hours 

Lesson Assessments: AC1.1 – AC2.2 – topics include crime scene invesFgaFon, evidence processing, trial 
process and the role of the CPS 

Skills: CriFcal reading, note-taking, extended wriFng, Fme management, finding and evaluaFng case 
studies, criFcal thinking 

Environmental Sustainability 

Unit 2 P1, P2 and M1. They are currently working towards M2 and D1 – deadline half term. Immediately 
aOer half term they will move on to P3 and P5. 

Unit 20 – P1, M1, P2 and P5 complete 

Geography 

- Topic 2B - Coastal Change and Landscape  
- Topic 7 - Superpowers  
- NEA compleFon 

Students are also planning a series of exam quesFons (around 5 or 6 quesFons) every week in their Exam 
booklets and this is consolidaFng year 1 content at the moment.  
Online lessons have a lot of flip learning ready to discuss in the classroom, they also submit a task on 
Google Classroom every week. 
Students have completed two assessments in class 
Students also have handed in their first draO of the NEA. 
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History 

Coursework Focus 

- ConsolidaFng contextual knowledge (on Britain’s domesFc and foreign affairs, internaFonal 
relaFons and the rise of Nazi Germany in the 1930s) 

- Comparing different historians’ interpretaFons on appeasement, idenFfying differences and 
similariFes  

- Ensuring that students understand the full requirements of the coursework (including admin.) 
- Students have selected and read through a range of historians for their own coursework 

assignment 
- Most students have now submined ‘part a’ (the first secFon of the coursework) 

Homework has been set every week (and from now unFl December it will be focused on compleFng the 
coursework) 

Law (BTEC) 

BTEC SUB App Law: Students are studying Homicide which encompasses murder, voluntary 
manslaughter and involuntary manslaughter. By the end of the first half term, students should have 
completed two assignments: assignment 1 includes P1, P2 and part of D1; assignment 2 includes P2, M2 
and part of D1. Homework tasks mostly focused on compleFng their assignments. However, other 
homework tasks set primarily involved researching case laws and case studies, such as R v Clinton, Seers 
case, Gomez case, Yorkshire Ripper case, English case and others.    

Law (A Level) 

Students have completed all of paper 1 and 2 and are starFng secFon A of paper 3.  

This half term we went over exam skills for all the work covered during lockdown, including:  

1. General Defences (paper 1 exam pack -page 23 June 2012) 

2. Preliminary offences (paper 1 exam pack -page 11 Q5)  

3. Negligence (paper 2 exam pack -page 10 Q1) 

4. Occupiers liability (paper 2 exam pack -page 8 Q2) 

5. Vicarious liability (paper 2 exam pack -page 9 Q5) 

6. Nuisance and Ryland v Fletcher (paper 2 exam pack -page 9 Q4 and page 12 Q1) 

We also have covered secFon A of paper 3 including:  

1. Law and society  

2. Law and morality  

3. Law and jusFce  

Students have completed an enFre paper 1 mock.  

In the online sessions we have been going over year 1 content including: 

1. Murder (paper 1 exam pack -page 11 Q4) 

2. Voluntary manslaughter (paper 1 exam pack -page 12 Q2) 

3. Involuntary manslaughter (paper 1 exam pack -page 17 June 2013) 
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4. Assault, banery and s47 (paper 1 exam pack -page 10 Q1) 

5. S20, 218 (paper 1 exam pack -page 18 Jan 2013)  

6. EvaluaFon of non fatal offences 

Note: every exam quesFon was set to be completed for homework every week.  

PoliDcs 

US PoliFcs 

- Background basics on American system 

- Comparison of the features and characterisFcs of the BriFsh and American systems 

- Reviewed Paper 3 exam paper and style of quesFons: went through an example of an A grade 
model answer for SecFon C 

- Covered the key features and characterisFcs of the American ConsFtuFon 

- Currently covering federalism 

PoliFcal Ideas 

- IntroducFon to ‘poliFcal ideas’ 
- Ideology 
- Liberalism: core ideas 
- Classical liberalism 
- Modern liberalism 

Homework has been set every week. All materials and homework on google classroom. Essay quesFon to 
prepare for over half term 

Psychology 

By half term we will have covered the following content: 

- AssumpFons of the biological approach 

- Therapy of biological approach - Drug Therapy (Describe and Evaluate) 

- Classic research of biological approach - Raine et al...brain differences in murderers pleading NGRI 
(Describe and evaluate) 

- Debate - Is neuroscience ethical or unethical? 

- EvaluaFon of biological approach 

- AssumpFons of the behaviourist approach 

- Therapy of behaviourist approach - Aversion Therapy (Describe and Evaluate) 

Online learning/Homework acFviFes: 

- Describe the 'neurons and neurotransminers' assumpFon and one other assumpFon of the 
biological approach in explaining human behaviour (10 marks) 

- Describe how the assumpFons of the biological approach have been applied in one therapy (drug 
therapy) (12 marks) 

- Evaluate the effecFveness of drug therapy (10 marks) 

- Outline the findings and conclusions of Raine, Buchsbaum and LaCasse research 'Brain 
abnormaliFes indicated by positron emission tomography.  (12 marks) 
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-  'Neuroscience is unethical’. Discuss to what extent you agree with this statement. (24 marks) 

- Lucy and Michael scenario quesFon (5 + 5 marks) 

- Describe 'behaviour is learnt through condiFoning' and one other assumpFon of the behaviourist 
approach.  (5 + 5 marks) 

- Describe how the assumpFons of the behaviourist approach have been applied in one therapy 
(aversion therapy) (12 marks) 

Homework also includes compleFon of pre-reading notes for the above secFons of each approach - 
assumpFons, therapy, classic research, debate, evaluaFon 

Religious Studies 

- Revision for Plato and Aristotle 
- AugusFne on human nature 
- Death and the AOerlife, 
- Knowledge of God, God's anributes 
- Beginning of Religious Language 
- Essays on AugusFne and AOerlife, plan on one of Gods anributes of choice and plan for Boethius and 

eternity. Research on the via negaFva and the via posiFva (Religious Language) 

- The conscience 
- Religious views: Aquinas and others 
- Secular views: Freud and others 
- Fromm  
- Essay on the conscience 

Sociology 

Topics/skills covered: 

- Topics 1-11 of Social InequaliFes unit 
- Be able to answer a 20 mark quesFon on panerns and trends of inequality 
- Be able to plan a 40 mark quesFon 

Homework/assignments: 

- Notes completed fully for topics 1-11 
- 5 essay plans for ‘family unit’ 
- 5 full answers/essays for family unit 
- Students should have revised for and sat a Fmed assessment on the family unit
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